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The mathematical description of the mechanical state of a stellar system by a 
density function @ = @(t, X, v) leads to the initial value problem 
g+ v~V,@+K(t,s)~V,@=o, @(O, x, v) = 6(x, vj (1) 
for t 3 0 and (x, v) E 3 x V = [we, where the gravitational force K is given by 
and 
K((t, x) := -V,U(t, x) (2) 
u(f, ~1 := --j-- b(t, y)/l y - 3 I] dy’, 
,,(t, x) := J;- @(t, x, v) dz 
are the expressions for the Newtonian potential U and the local density p. 
Given the initial distribution & at t = 0 the solution @ describes the mechanical 
evolution of the system according to the general law of attraction between the 
mass particles, with K depending upon the solution @ for larger times t. 
It was Kurth in 1952 [4] who established the local existence and uniqueness of 
a solution: If 6 is continuously differentiable on %’ x 3’ with compact support 
there exists a number T > 0 depending upon ~6 such that there exists a unique 
continuously differentiable solution @ on [0, T) x X x Y. Despite a number of 
results in closely related problems (see [l , 5-71) the question of global existence 
remained open; nor was any solution known to exist for all time, nor was it 
possible to construct the counterexample of a solution whose maximal time 
interval of existence would have been finite. 
It is the purpose of the present paper to define a class of initial conditions & 
for which it can be shown that the corresponding solutions in fact exist for all 
time. This class consists of nonnegative functions 6 on S x r’r which, besides 
satisfying certain differentiability and integrability conditions, have v-bounded 
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support and are symmetric in the sense that on the subset (X x ‘IQ := 
{(x,~):1.:=j3j)O,~:=j~/>O,O<ac:=~(x,v)<rr)$isafunctionof 
7: u, 0. alone. 
Our result therefore shows that counterexamples from “natural” symmetric 
initial conditions with v-bounded support do not exist. This fact appears some- 
what surprising because in his different, but related, mathematical model 
Scherrer [7] could give the explicit example of a spherically symmetric initial 
local density which entailed the collapse of the entire mass distribution into one 
point after a finite time. Besides the difficulties with a proof of global existence it 
was this fact which had nourished the speculation about the existence of sym- 
metric counterexamples over a long period. 
In Section 1 we introduce the necessary notation, prove two propositions on 
Newtonian potentials, and specify the first assumptions on the initial condition 
&: the differentiability and integrability conditions and the o-boundedness of 
its support. 
These conditions will be assumed in Section 2, where me introduce the 
operator T associating with certain functions Q, on W,+ x .5? x 9 the solution 
?P of the initial value problem (1) with K being calculated from @; we define a 
class .F of functions @ which is mapped by T into itself. The functions in F 
particularly have the property that there exists an (individual) continuous 
function P: [0, KI) -+ [0, co) such that P(t) is a v-bound for the support of 
CD(t) on %’ x 9’“. The main result of Section 2 is Theorem 1 which essentially 
says that the existence of a fixed point of T (a solution) reduces to the existence of 
a non-void subset of 9 consisting of functions with a uniform P and which is 
mapped by T into itself. 
In Section 4 we prove that this hypothesis for global existence is satisfied if 
d is, in addition, symmetric and nonnegative (Theorem 2). This result heavily 
relies on the fortunate circumstance of the existence of a first integral for the 
reduced characteristic system in (I’, u, CL) of order 3 and of a function of r and u 
with certain monotonicity properties along the characteristics (Section 3). 
Theorem 3 of Section 4 states the main result of global existence and uniqueness, 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
We first introduce some notations. We shall consider the space W” endowed 
with the Euclidean norm 1 x 1 : = (CF==, x.; ) 2 r/2. C&P) is the linear space of the 
continuous functionsf: [w” + W. C,,,(W) is t e h B anach space of the continuous 
bounded functions f : RF + Rm with the norm 
llfll := sup{/ f @)I, .r E wt. 
C,,r(LQn) is the subspace of the continuously differentiable functions in C,(klPj, 
C,1:,(W) the subspace of the functions in C,,,,(W) n C,,l(RIZ) with bounded 
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derivatives. Lip,(W) is the subspace of the Lipschitz-continuous functions in 
C&P); the smallest Lipschitz constant will be denoted by Lipf. IffE C,l(R~) 
has bounded derivatives then f E Lipm(Rn) and 
Lip f < (m . n)lp sup{](afJ&)(x)i, x E W, i = l,..., rlz, K = l,..., fz}. 
If m = 1 we omit the subscript 112 in the notation for these spaces. In the Banach 
space L1(W) we write the norm 
To distinguish between the local and velocity coordinates we introduce the 
spaces 3 : = R3, -Y : = R3. We write R,,+ for [0, a). We carry over the definition 
of the above spaces if the underlying space is R,+ x 3? or R$ x 3 x 9’- 
instead of some R”. If f is a function of (t, x) E I&,+ x [w” then f (t) is the function 
x H f (t, x). Finally, C+ is the set of continuous monotonically increasing 
functions: [0, cc) + [0, co). 
It will be convenient to make use of the following two propositions on 
Newtonian potentials in Section 2. 
PROPOSITION 1. Let p E C,(S”) n Lx(X). Then Kp, 
exists in Cb.,(X). If 11 p II1 < Al, then we have for all R > 0 and x E X 
I Kp(x)l d 4.rR - sup{1 &)I, I y - x I d R} + AIR-“. 
If furthermore II p I] < 4, then 
/I Kp II < ~(~cT)~/~~P~~A~~~. 
(l-1) 
Proof. It is well kown that it is possible to differentiate under the integral 
sign and that Kp is continuous [2, p. 781. Now we integrate first over the ball 
{y: 1 y - x 1 < R} and then over its complement and (1.1) follows. Letting 
R : = (M/~~T)~/~A-~/~ we obtain from (1.1) 
/ K/&l < 4 - n-R . A + MR-2 
= 4 - rrA2J3(M/27+f3 + MA2/3(2alM)“f3 
zzz 3(2+3M113AW. 
PROPOSITION 2. Let y E C,(Z) n Lip(X) n L1(%). Thelz the derivatives 
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exist in C,(S”) fog i, k = 1,2,3. If Lip p < B, /I p \I1 < M then zue have for all 
d,R:O <d < RandallxsX 
+ 16rBd + 4MR-3. (1.2) 
II l&p 11 < 16~(1 + A)(1 + In* B) + 4M, (1.3) 
Proof. The first assertion is known [2, p. 831. For i = K we have with 
O<d<Randr:=ly-x\foralls~F 
[2, p. 861. It follows that 
hence (1.2). For R : = 1 we have 
I &+(:x)l < ((45713) + 1677 In(1 /d))A + 167rBd + 4M 
< 167r(l + A)(1 + ln(l/d) + Bd) + 4M. 
ln(l/d) + Bd < In B + 1 for B > 1 and d := l/B < 1, 
In(l,/d) + Ed = B for B ,( 1 and d := 1, 
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and (1.3) follows for i = k. For i # k we have [2, p. 861 
&&(x) = s,: /8--2,<d (p(y) - p(x)) 3(yi - $iYk - 4 dy . 
+ s,: y-.e,>d dY) 3bi - %)(Yk - 4 dy . / v-5 
and the estimates remain valid also in this case. 
The following assumptions on the initial condition & will be made in the next 
section (further assumptions will be introduced in Section 3). 
(Al) d E C,l(% x Y’) n L1(L2” x -jr). We let 
4, := II ~6 II, M := 11 c6 Ill , 
D, I= max(lI ad/a,% II,..., jl adlav, 11). 
(A2) There exists a constant P,, > 0 such that the support of & is v-bounded 
by P, , that is, 6(x, r~) = 0 on % x -Y for 1 ZJ 1 > Pa . 
(Al)’ There exists a constant C > 0 such that for all measure preserving 
topological mappings ,4, B: X x 9 + 5? x V we have 
II @A) - &B)lh < C II z4 - B II, 
whereIjB--Bjl:=sup(jAz-BBz/, z~Z’xY)<co. 
Remark. A function 6 EP(EP) satisfies condition (Al)’ if there exists 
y ELM and a constant u > 0 such that for all z E W 
j c&z) - d(d)1 < q$z) 1 z - 2’ I, Ix-z’/ <<a 
(e.g., if also & E C1(W) and there exists 0 > 0 such that 
2 ++ sup{/ V,&X’)\ : j x - a’ I < G] 
is integrable). In fact, if /I A - B Ij < 0, then 
If II A - B Ij > u, then 
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2. Tm INK~RIANT SET 3- OF THE OPERATOR T AND THE EXISTENCE OF A 
UNIQUE FIXED POINT IN 3 
The general hypothesis of this section is that & satisfies (Al) and (A2j; the 
assumption (Al)’ will be added in Lemma 3 and Theorem 1. 
For a function @: R,+ x X x -t/‘ - R consider the properties: 
(al) @E P(R,+ X X X Y); 
(a2) there exists some P E C+ such that @(t, x, v) = 0 on R$ x % x -k” 
for[oi >P(t); 
(23) Q(t) E C,(X x V’J and I/ D(t)11 = Da on R,+; 
(a4) (~@/~xk)(t) E C&S?” ‘r: V) and there exists some Q E C+ such that 
!~(s@,/s.r,)(r)\’ < Q(t) on KG!,+ for k = 1, 2, 3; 
(as) B(t) EL~(% x VJ and j/ @(t)lj, = M on R,+. 
For a function p: IX,+ x X + R consider the properties: 
(bl) P E Cr(R,+ x S); 
(b2) p(t) c C,(X) and there exists some A E C+ such that ji p(t)11 < B(t) on 
iw,+; 
(b3) (&‘Px,)(t) E C,(X) and there exists some 3 E C+ such that 
@3p!~x~~)(t)l~ < B(t) on R,+ for k = 1,2, 3; 
(b4) p(t) ELM and /I p(t)ll, < M on iI&,+; 
(b5) ?(t: x) + ~(7, x) for t + 7 in R,,+ uniformly on every compact set 
in %. 
For a function K: IX,,+ x 57 + R3 consider the properties: 
(cl) RE c,(R,+ x A?); 
(~2) K(t) E C, 3(X) and th ere exists some E E C+ such that /I K(t)(j < E(t) 
on 58,‘; 
(~3) ITi, := (8KJlLqJ E C(R,f X 3) for 2-, k = 1,2,3; 
(~4) KFk(t) E C,(Z) and there exists someF E C+ such that /j I&(t)]l <F(t) 
on ROT fori,k = 1,2,3. 
LElKni.4 1. Let d satisjy (Al) rind (A2). 
(1) If @ sntisfies (al)-(as), then p0 de$ned b>J 
p@(t, x) := 
J 
@(t, x, .zQ dZ> W? 
Y 
satisjies jbl )-(b5) with 
A(t) : = (4T/3) P(t)” D, ) B(t) : = (47-r/3) P(t)yJ(t), t > 0. (2.2) 
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(2) If p satisfies (bl)-@5), then Kp dejined by, 
WW := 1 ((Y - 4/l Y - x I”> At, y> 4 
satisjies (cl)-(~4) with 
(2.3) 
E(t) := 3(2z-)“mmA(t)2/3, (2.4) 
F(t) := 167r(l + A(t))(l + ln*(31/2B(t))) + 4&l, t 3 0. P-5) 
(3) If K satisjies (cl)-(c4), then the solution ul, of the ifzitial value problem 
(N’/i2) + vV,Y + K(t, x) . V,Y = 0, Y(0) = d 
in IWO+ x 9” x 7y- satisjies (al)-(a5) with 
P(t) := PO + 1” E(s) ds, (2.6) 
0 
Q(t) := Ill * exp Is” (1 + 3F(s)) dj , t 3 0. (2.7) 
0 
Proof. (1) (al) and (a2) imply 
and (bl). Hence (a3) and (a4) imply (b2) and (b3) with (2.2), and (as) implies (b4). 
The condition (al) implies that @(t, X, v) --f @(T, X, v) for t + 7 in IWO+ uniformly 
on every compact set in %” x -7” and (b5) follows. 
(2) It follows from Proposition 1 that (b2) and (b4) imply (~2) with (2.4). 
Because Lip p(t) < 31/2B(t) by (b3), it follows from Proposition 2 that (b2)+4) 
imply (~4) with (2.5). According to these propositions and by the linearity of K 
we have for t, 7 in R,+ for all d, R with 0 < d < R and x E 9? 
I J-WW - &(+91 
< 45~R wp(I &, r) - ~(7, ~11, I Y - .2” I < Ri + JtR-“, 
I Kid%4 - KilcdWI 
< ( f + 16~7 ln -$) suptl p(t, y) - ~(7, y)l, I y - x I < RZ 
+ 16+2(3)l’” max(B(t), B(T)) * d + 4(2M)R-3, i, k = 1, 2, 3. 
These inequalities show that (b5) implies Kp(t)(x) + Kp(~)(x) and K+p(t)(x) + 
Kikp(7)(x) uniformly on every compact set in 3 for t -+ 7 in Iwo+, so that we have 
(cl) and (~3). 
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(3) The assumptions (cl)-(c4) imply that for all (t, x? V) E R,+ x X >: 9’ 
the system 
2(x) = o(s), 
e’(s) = qs, s(s)) 
has a unique solution s w (x(s, t, x, v), ~(s, t, x, v)) on all of I&+ which assumes 
the value (x, V) for s = t and that this solution has continuous partial derivatives 
with respect to x1 ,...) z’~ . Let 
&k(S) : = (a/ax,) q(s, f, x, ZI), 
&k(S) := (a/&,.) z$(s, t, x, u), i, k = 3, 2, 3. 
The solution YiC is given by 
Y&t, x, ?I) = d$x(O, t, x, D)? v(0, t, x, 72)) (2.8) 
and it satisfies (al) and (a3) because 4 has property (Al). Because (x, C) l--f 
(x(0, tY x3 v), ~(0, t, .h^, v)) is a measure preserving topological mapping from 
95 X -/r on E X V [3, p. 1551 we have (a5) also by (Al). To prove (a2) we 
assume i %’ 1 > P(t). Then it follows from (2.6) that 
1 v(0, t x, %)I = I s %t + O qs, x(s, t x, “J)) ds t 
> j ‘U 1 - p(s) ds 
0 
> P(t) - s” E(s) as = PO 
0 
and (A2) and (2.5) imply Y (t K , N, V) = 0. This proves (a2). It remains to prove 
(a4). Let k E (1, 2, 3). We write 
+ i;l -K x 3 %@ ( (0, t, x, a), v(0, t, Lx, 3)) *p&.(0, t  x, v). (2.9) 1 
The functions qik , pi, are solutions of the system 
$<Jsj = k I‘&($ x(0 ) s, x, v)) - y&), i = 1,2,3 
j=1 
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to the initial conditions &t) = &, ,p&t) = 0 [3, pp. 155-1561. Using (~4) we 
have in 0 < s < t 
I &&)I = I Pi?dS>l, 
lP&)l <F(s) * i Ids)/7 
j-1 
so that 
g (I 4& + I &cm G (1 + 3W) . jl (I 4i7M + I Pdm 
and by Gronwall’s lemma, 
Now, (2.9) yields 
The last two inequalities imply (a4) with (2.7). This proves Lemma 1. 
Let 9 := {@: I$,+ x X x V--f R, @ satisfies (al)-(a5)). According to 
Lemma 1, for each @ E S the function YKD d 
is well defined and again an element 
of P. Hence the operator 
T: 9 + 9, 
@i--+ %,, 
is well defined. An element @ E 9 is a solution of the initial value problem of 
stellar dynamics if and only if T@ = @. To prove the existence of a fixed point 
we are interested in the quantitative behavior of the functions P, Q for iterates 
of T. 
For P E C+ , define S(P) : = {@ E 9: @ satisfies (a2) with P}. 
For P, Q E C+ define F(P, Q) : = {@ E F: @ satisfies (a2) with P and (a4) 
with Q>. 
COROLLARY OF LEMMA 1. If @E F(P,Q), then 
II p&)11 < 4 P(t)” Do =: b(t), (2.10) 
(2.11) 
11 &(t)l[ < 4(3dL9D02)1’3 P(t)” =: E&), (2.12) 
II Gad9 < 16~ (1 + -f W>” Do)( 1 + In* ($ W”Q(O)) + 4~ 
=: F&h (2.13) 
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and !&,,@ E cF(p, &) with 
P(t) := PO + 4(37&U D,,z)ll3 - 
j 
b’: P(s)‘2 ds, 
Q(t) := Dl exp js,L [ 1 + 4877 (1 + f P(t)” DO) 
x (1 + In* ($ P(t)“Q(t))) f 12M] ds/ I 
(2.14) 
The following lemma says that an a priori bound for P yields an a priori bound 
for Q. We define @s on 58,’ x 3 x V by Q,,(t) := dr” on R,+. 
LEMMA 2. Let 4 satisfy (Al) a& (A2). A ssume there exists a function P E Cl, 
and a T-invariant subset of S(P) which contains QO . Then there exists a fzmction 
Q E C, and a T-invariant subset of S(P, Q) which contains @,, ~ 
Proof. By assumption, JZ? := (T”@s , k E N u (0)) C F(P). We define Q to 
be the solution of the equation 
Q(t) = Dl exp I[[ 1 + 4877 (1 + $ P(t)” DO) 
x (1 + In* ($ P(t)3Q(t))) + 12M] ds/ , 
or equivalently, to be the solution of the initial value problem 
o(t) = [ 1 + 4%~ (1 + f P(t)” D,)( 1 + In* (Gz P(t)“Q(t))) t- 12M] Q(t), 
Q(O) = 4 . 
The solution exists in a neighborhood of t = 0 and is monotonically increasing. 
Because Q(t) 3 D, where Q exists we have 
In* (& p(t)” Q(t)) < In* (max [l, $&P(t)” Dl] . q) 
= 1 +ln(max[l,&P(t)3D,]) +-In-$)-. 
1 
Given any 7 > 0 there exist constants a = a(T), b = b(r) > 0 such that 
C&t> < [a + b lnQ(t>l Q(t) 
on [0, ~1 where Q exists. The solution of the initial value problem 
St> = [a + b Iny]y, Y(O) = Dl 
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has the form 
y(t) = exp{ln D, . ebt + (a/b)(ebt - 1)) 
and exists on [0, T]. Hence Q exists on [0, T] (with Q < y) [3, p. 821; 7 being 
arbitrary, Q exists on R,+. 
By hypothesis, J&’ is T-invariant and contains dj,, . To conclude the proof it 
suffices to show k? C S(P, Q). We show this by induction with respect to k. We 
have @, E F(P, Q) b ecause ds, E&’ C S(P) and Q(t) > D, . If @ : = ZW, E 
J&’ n 9(P, Q) then T@ E 9(P, Q) by hypothesis and the Corollary of Lemma 1, 
where & satisfies (2.14), that is, & = Q by the definition of Q. Hence also 
TCP E S(P, Q) and the proof is complete. 
In the sequel, for given P, Q E C+ , A, , B, , Ep , Fp are the functions defined 
by (2.10)-(2.13). 
LEMMA 3. Let ~8 satisfy (Al), (Al)‘, and (A2). Let @, 6 EF(P, Q) and 
denote by s b (x(s, t, x, v), v(s, t, 32, v)) rind s b (3c”(s, t 3, v), E(s, t, x, v)) the 
solutions of the systems 
k(s) = v(s), i(s) = E(s), 
$4 = ~P@(S>(~~(S)>, h(s) = 8qJ~(S)(LqS)), 
a.w.ming the value (x, v) for s = t and dejine 
a.(t) := sup{1 X(S, t, X, v) - Z(s, t, X, v)I 
+~v(S,t,X,v)-~(S,t,N,v)~,O~S~t,XE~,vIIE~}. 
Then 
a(t) < exp 1s: (1 + 3F~k4 du/ * I II J+&) - G~mb>ll da 
< 4x(3~r)l/~ exp !Ja’ (1 + 3F,(d) do/ 
. 
s 
t P(u)” [j Q(u) - @u)II;‘” jj @(a) - @u)iI”/” da. 
0 
Fwthermore 
Proof. Let 
11 T@(t) - T@t)li < 3l1” D&t), 
II T@(t) - T@t)lll < Cm(t). 
p(s) := x(s, t, x, v) - qs, t, x, v), 
q(s) : = v(s, t, x, v) - qs, t, x, v), O<s<t. 
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It follows from the Corollary of Lemma 1 that Lip K&(s) < 3&,(s). Hence 
so that 
I Hs)l = i PW, 
I 4Nl d II G-44 - Q%(~)ll + 3FP(S) . ! ml, 
I hW -I- ! 4(s>l < II &J,(s) - fGx&N + (1 -t- 3F&))(l p(s)[ + I ml), 
and by Gronwall’s lemma, 
This implies the first inequality. The second estimate foilows from Proposition 1: 
II Gdu) - G,&)ll 
G 3(27F3 II f,(d - P&N:lJ I/ f,(U) - Pb(cw3 
< 3(2~)“‘~ 11 Q(u) - $,<u)!/;;~ ($ P(u)~)“~ /I Q(c) - c&u)(l”‘“. 
The last two inequalities follow from 
T@(t, x, v) - T@t, x, v) 
= &(x(0, t, x, ZI), o(0, t, x, v)) - &qo, t, x, a), qo, t, x, 77)) 
with the mean value theorem and (Al)‘, respectively. 
THEOREM 1. Let ~6 satisfy (Al), (Al)’ , and (A2). Assume there exists a fzmction. 
P E C+ and a T-invariant subset of F(P) which contains G+, . Then there emkts a 
unique di E F with T@ = CD. 
Proof. By Lemma 2, there exists a function Q E C, and a T-invariant subset 
of F(P, Q) which contains GO . It follows that the sequence 
tDl := T@, , G2 := T@, ,..., Bnfl := Tdi, I . . . . n E N u (0) 
505/25/3-6 
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lies in S(P, Q). Let pn := p0 , n E N U (0) and let s ti (X&S, t, X, v), 
V&S, t, X, v)) be the solution of tie system 
which assumes the value (x, V) for s = t. For n E N define 
By Lemma 3, with Qlz , @n-r E @(P, Q), 
a.Jt) < 41r(3n)lj3 exp js: (1 + 3FP(4) duj 
. I -t J’(u)’ II @,(u> - @ll-l(u)ll:‘3 II Q,(u) - @,n&)l12’3 da, ‘0 
II m2(t) - m-&)ll = II @,+1(t) - @7dt>ll < 3lP %4t>, (2.15) 
II T@,(t) - ~@&)I1 = II @?I.+&) - @nwll G C%L(t>* (2.16) 
Exploiting the last two inequalities for n - 1, we obtain 
an(t) < 45~(3n)l/~ exp 16 (1 + 3F,(o)) du[ * j-” P(u)~(~C’D~~)~/~ 01,-~(u) du, 
0 
n = 2, 3,... . It follows that the series 
converges locally uniformly on R of. The inequalities (2.15) and (2.16) then imply 
that there exists a function @ E C(R,+ x X x “Y) with Q(t) E C,(% x V) n 
V(% x V) on R,+ such that 
II Q(t) - @n(t>ll - 0, II Q(t) - @&)ll, + 0 
locally uniformly on R,+. It follows that 
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Hence p : = pG E C(lR,+ x E), p(t> E C,(X) n L*(T), and 
II fw - PnW - 0, II P(t) - Pnwl- 0 
locally uniformly on R$. It follows that 
II PWll G ~~A% I/ p(t)/‘* < ill. 
Proposition 1 implies 
locally uniformly on IF&+, and Proposition 2 implies 
II %%z(t) - I;;‘,&n(~)ll - 0 
locally uniformly in l&f for n, m + cf); this follows as in part (2) of the proof 
of Lemma 1, because Lip p,(t) < 31pBp(t) by (2.11) and I/ p,,(t)l\i S- M for .all 
rz E N. Using (2.12) and (2.13) for @, we see that Kp satisfies the properties 
(cl)-(4) with the functions Ep and Fp . Part (3) of Lemma 1 implies Fc, E 5. 
We show Q, = YK, . Let si--t (x(s, t, x, z!), V(S, t, x, v)j be the solution of the 
system 
f(s) = z(s), 
6(s) = Kp(s)(s(s)), 
assuming the value (x, V) for s = t. It then follows from the proof of Lemma 3 
that 
sup(I S(S, t, 3, 21) - “(& t, x, Zl)] + / z(s, t, s, zg - @(;&, t, x, zqj, 
O<S<., x E .2”, z> E y-j 
< exp 11” (1 + 3F,(o)) &I 1’ (j B+(U) - f&(u)!i d17 
.‘O 0 
and the right-hand side tends to zero locally uniformly on RF+. Hence 
@(t, x, e,) == lim @ n+m n+l(t, s, zg = g &(qn,(O, t, x, ~ZQ, zyn)(O, t, Lx, z:)) 
= &(x(0, t, A”, v), v(0, t, x, e!)) = Y&t, x, Zi), 
so that @ == ly,, E 9, that is @ E 9 and @ = T@. The uniqueness argument is 
as follows. Assuge @, 6 E 3 and @ = T@, 6 = T6. Then there exist functions -- 
P, Q E C+ with @, 6 E S(P, Q) and it follows with the notations of Lemma 3 
n(t) -< 47;(3a)1’3 exp @l -t 3F9(4) 9 “o ( . f-’ P(u)‘(3CD,‘)‘%(u) fib, 
hence E(t) = 0 and @ = 8. 
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3. THE STMMETRY CLASS Sym(Z x V) AND PROPERTIES OF THE 
REDUCED SYSTEM IN CT, U, a) 
It is the purpose of Section 4 to show that the hypothesis of the T-invariant 
subset required in Theorem 1 can be satisfied for certain initial conditions ~6 
belonging to a symmetry class which we define now. Let 
L?:={(r,24,01)ER3,Y>0,u>0,0<a<7T}, 
(X x Yq) := {(x, v) E x x v-: s x v # O} 
.(x x z’ denoting the outer vector product in R3). The mapping 
(3(x, V) denoting th e angle between x and 21) is a well-defined differentiable 
mapping onto Q. Let 
Sym(X X “Y) := (y: 3 X Y/ - R: ~(32,~) = dl .1c I, I v I, -+I@, 4) on 
(3 X YQ for some function yr: 52 + R}. 
We shall always omit the subscript 1 because there will be no possibility of 
confusion. 
For a constant P > 0 let CD be a function in F(P) with the properties Q(t) E 
Sym(X x V) on R,+ and @ > 0. In this case p@(t, x) and &@(t)(x) I x for x f 0 
actually depend upon t 3 0, r := / x I > 0. In fact, 
p&, “4 = s 
cc 77 
@(t, s, v) dv = 2~ - i’s @(t, Y, u, a) sin M da u2 du 9. 0 0 
with 
If we let 
Fp,&)(r) := z iT &, P’) r’? dr’. 
,4 := (4rr/3)P3 Do , A, :== (477/3)/l, (3.1) 
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then 0 ,< ~@(t, r) d -4 and 
M 
,o.&, Y’) Cz dr’ < _ , I,2 t 3 0, I’ > 0. 
More generally, let F = F(t, r) be defined and continuous for t > 0, :’ > 0 
together with its derivative aFj&. Let there exist constants A1 , M > 0 such 
that 
0 <F(t, 4 d g&9, f > 0, P > 0, 
where g, is the continuous function given by 
(3.2) 
This will be the general assumption of this section. In particular, the results of 
this section hold for F(t, r) : = F,+,(t)( ) P with CD E .9(P), Q(t) E Sym(.X >r V), 
on Iwo+, bi 3 0, where P is a positive constant and A and -4, are given by (3. I). 
We are concerned with the following system of differential equations in 9: 
1’=cosol’u; 
zi = -cos LY . F(t, r); (3.3‘8‘ 
6~ = ((F(t, r)/u) - (u/r)) sin a. 
Let 5 ~--t (~(s, t, r. , u. , 01~), U(S, t, r. , u. , CY,,), a(s, t, y. , zc, , oto)) be the solution 
which assumes the value (r. , u. , 01~) E Q for s = t. The solutions (charac- 
tersitics) of (3.3) exist in 
-0 = ((r, u, ci) E R: 1’ > 0, u > 0, 0 < a: < 7r: Y . u . sin (Y f 0) 
for all s > 0 because of the following lemma. 
LEMMA 4. The quantity I’ . u * sin 01 is a first integral of the system (3.3), that is, 
r(s) u(s) sin 01(s) = YOzlo sin oio 
along each characteristic. 
LEMMA 5. Let g: [0, co) -+ [0, CCI) be a continuous functio~z such that 
m 4 < g(4, t >, 0, 1’ > 0. 
Then the quantity $2 + G(r) is monotonically decreasing [increasing] along each 
characteristic on every closed s-interval on which a/2 < a(s) < 7 [0 < 01(s) < ~12, 
respectiveE3;; here G is an unde$nite integral of g. 
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Proof. We have 
and --F(s, W + g(+>> b 0. 
COROLLARY OF LEMMA 5. By (3.2), the stated monotonicity properties hold 
for $9 + G,(r), with 
( G.4 is continuous at Y = q and vanishes at in.nity). 
LEMMA 6. Let c, > 0 and define fA(u) := &u’ + GA(+) for u > 0. Then fA 
has exactly one zero u > 0, f(u) < 0 if and only if0 < u < u andf4’(u) > 0 for 
u > ifi. 
Proof. We have 
fA(u) := j “u.” - (M/c& I.4 G %l% 
&l2 - &4:'3w'3 +* A1(CO/U)~, u > Q?. 
We consider the following cases: 
(i) A?- > !!.I!!; AL&, 
rl CO 
(ii) i!K < cg < ?!!; 
CO rl co 
(iii) 
rl co 
In case (i) we have 21 = 2M/c, and f ‘(u) > 0 for u > M/c, . In case (ii) we have 
f(u) < 0 for 0 < u < co/y, hence ii 3 co/q; for u > co/~ we have f ‘(u) > 0. In 
case (iii) we have A:‘4ci/” = (M/?3)1k:B > co/q; we have f(u) < 0 for 
0 < u < co/~ and f ‘(u) < 0 for 0 < zc < A:‘4cA/‘2, hence B > A:‘*cA’“; for 
al > ay4cy we have f ‘(u) > 0. This completes the proof. 
LEMMA 7. Letp > 0. Then there existsexactly oneu, > Osuch thatf,(u,) =p. 
We haue 
21 < up < (2p)“’ + 31’“nPA;‘6. 
Proof. With Lemma 6, J4(ti) = 0, fA is strictly monotonically increasing 
in u > a and lim,,, f (u) = 00. Hence u, exists, is uniquely determined and 
uD > U. We consider two cases: 
(9 P G f4co171); (ii) P 2 f4(co/71)~ 
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In case (i), uP < co/q and hence 21, is the unique positive solution of 
+l,” - (M/c&, = p, 
so that 
2(&f/c*) < (M/co) + ((M/c,)” + 2p)l” = 24, < co/q. 
By multiplying with 2M/c, and taking square roots, 
2(Mjc,,) < (2M,‘7#‘2 = 21’“(M(;4,lM)l’“)l’a = 21/“Af1/3,4;/6. 
Hence 
up < 2(M/c,) + (2p)“” < 2%w’3-4;‘~ + (2p)“‘. 
In case (ii), c&j < uz, . I-Ience up is the unique solution > c& of 
~u-zc,” - $A1,‘3:W’3 + $A,(c,/u~~ = p, 
so that 
uP- 9 = 4(343~ia + 2p) + (@y-&f”:” + 2p)Z _ A, . ,02)1/2 
< 3A:/3i%P/3 + 2p, 
up < 31”9yw/3 + (2p)“‘- 
LEMMA 8. FOY all (r. , u,, , LX,,) E Q, 
u(t, 0, f.0 , ug , x0) < u. + 31'2M1'3A1'6 1' t 3 0. 
Prooj. Let t > 0. We consider the two cases 
(i) 7r/2 < a(t) < 77, (ii) 0 < m(t) < 42. 
In case (i) let 
t1 := inf{-r E [0, t]: 7r/2 < a(s) < 7r for all s E [7, t]l. 
Then 
7T/2 < CL(s) < 7r, t1 < s < t. 
By the second equation of the system (3.3) and because F >, 0 we have 
@l> < u(‘). 
By the Corollary of Lemma 5, 
(3.4j 
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By Lemma 4, 
P(S) u(s) sin c(s) = r,u, sin ~a =: ca , 
For s = t this implies 
et> I=- %/4t), 
s > 0. (35) 
and because GA is strictly monotonically increasing, 
34V + GA (G) -=c B4td2 + G/Wd). 
Now we distinguish between the two subcases 
(4) 42 = 4tl>, (is) rr/2 < a(tl). 
In case (ir) (3.5) implies for s = tr 
(3.6) 
a) = cl&w 
If we let u(t) =: u, u(tl) =: u, then by (3.6) and (3.7) 
(3.7) 
f&4 <fA@l> and zll < 11. 
This implies ur < zi. In fact, P < u, and u, < u would implyf,(uJ <fA(u) by 
Lemma 6-a contradiction. By Lemma 6 again, u, < % implies fA(ul) < 0, 
hencef,(u) < 0. Again by Lemma 6, u < in. Applying Lemma 7 with p = 0 
and up = il, 
u < fj < 3112~1fsA1f6 
1' 
In case (i2) we necessarily have tl = 0 according to the definition of tl . Because 
GA is negative and u(tr) = u0 , it follows from (3.6) 
where u, > c is determined according to p := &+,” by Lemma 7. This implies 
M < uz, . In fact, u, < u and c < up would implyf,(u,) < f(u) by Lemma 6-a 
contradiction. Therefore by Lemma 7, 
u < up < (2~)~'" + 31/21LZ1/3A;'6 = u. + 31'2iW'2A;'6. 
In case (ii) let 
t2 := inf{T E [0, t]: 0 < 01(s) < CT/~ for all s E [T, t]]. 
By the second equation of the system (3.3) and because F > 0 we have 
u(t) < 21(t,). 
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We distinguish between the two subcases 
(iii) a(&) = 7r/2, (i&) a(tJ < n/2. 
Consider case (i&). If t, > 0 there exists a sequence (711)neN , 0 < T,~ t t, , 
z/2 < X(TJ < F. By case (i) 
u(, ) < .u 
n 0 
+ 31/"Jp/391!" 
1 ' 72EN, 
so that for n + ok 
If t, = 0 then zl(t) < u(&) == uo. In case (ii,) f, = 0 by the definition of t, and 
the assertion follows as before. 
4. VERIFICATION OF THE HYPOTHESIS ON THE T-INVARIANT SUBSET OF 
THEOREM 1 FOR A CLASS OF SYMMETRIC INITIAL CONDITIONS 
We have 
THEOREM 2. Let d sntisf~~ (Al), (A2), and 
(A3) 6 E Sym(%’ x V), 
(A4) d > 0. 
Let P > 0 be a7131 constant satisfying 
P, + (47rM)1~3(3Do)1/~Pl~” < P. 
Then A’ : = (@ E 9(P), Q(t) E Sym(.F X Yr) mz Rof, @ > 01 is a T-inoarimt 
subset of g(P) containing @, . 
Proof. Because P > PO and by (A3) and (A4) we have @,, E JZZ. Now let 
@ E &?. It follows from Lemma 1 with (Al) and (82) that Y : = T@ E 9’. By 
(A4), Y > 0. We next show that Y((t) E Sym(X x 9’) on R!,+. We proved at the 
beginning of Section 3 that p@(t, X) and i?&(t)(x) . IV for x f 0 actualIy depend 
upont>O,r:= 1 x / > 0 and we may apply the results of Section 3 with 
&&)(A-) = - ;F(t, r) = - ; -f$ lTp&, Y’) rr2 dr’, 
d :=$P3D,,, 
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Now Y(t) depends on 1 x 1, 1 co /, and 3(x, v) in (3 x Y),, if and only if for 
(x, u), (x’, 2)‘) E (97 x “Y),, with 
1x1 = IX’I, Iv1 = l~‘l, a(% 4 = 4(x’, 0’) (4.1) 
we have Y(t, x, v) = Y(t, x’, 7~‘). Let s E+ (x(s, t, x, a), z1(s, t, 3c, v)) be the 
solution of the system 
2(s) = w(s), 
e’(s) = -(x(s)il +)I>@, I x(4l>I), 
which for s = t assumes the value (x, n) E (% x 9’)s . We have along each 
characteristic 
$(x(s) x w(s)) = w(s) x w(s) - x(s) x -&F(t, 1 x(s)l) = 0, 
therefore these solutions remain in (3 x ‘Y’J, for all s >, 0. We let 
T(S, t, x, w) := 1 x(s, t, x, w)l, 
u(s, t, x, w) := j w(s, t, Lx, o)l, 
and obtain 
a(s, t, x, w) := +l(x(s, t, x, a), w(s, t, x, w)), 
2r(s) i(s) = &9(s) = -g x?(s) = 2x(s) w(s) = 2r(s) u(s) cos cd(s), 
211(s) ?i(s) = $22(s) = --g G(s) = 2v(s) (- &F(s, 1 x(s)])) 
= -2 cos a(s) u(s) F(s, Y(S)), 
cos2 a(s) 22(s) - ( ) Y s co9 tx(s)F(s, r(s)) - r(s) u(s) sin 01(s) - 01(s) 
= $ (Y(S) u(s) cos a(s)) = $ (x(s) w(s)) 
= G(s) - ,;:;, -F(s 1 x(s)]) = 22(s) - Y(S)F(S, T(S)). 
Hence s t+ (r(s, t, x, v), U(S, t, x, v), OI(S, t, x, v)) is a solution of the system (3.3) 
and so is s F+ (Y(s, t, x’, TY), U(S, t, x’, zl’), ~l(s, t, x’, ZJ’)). In view of (4.1) these 
solutions coincide for s = t. Hence they coincide for all s > 0. With (A3) this 
implies 
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hence !?‘(tj E Sym(X x r”). We remark that Y is a solution of the initial value 
problem 
It remains to show Y(t, x, v) = 0 for 1 v / > P. Because (3 x YQ, is dense in 
5? x ‘F and Y is continuous it is sufficient to show Y(u(r, P, U, a) = 0 for each 
(r, u, a) E 0 with u > P. Let 
YO := r(0, t, Y, u, a), 
UO := u(0, t, r, 21, a), 
a0 := lx(0, t, I’, 24, cc). 
Then u = u(t, 0, r. , u0 , 01~). By Lemma 8 and the assumption for P, 
so that 0 < u,, - PO. Hence by (A2), Y((t, T, U, CX) = !6(ro, zco , q,) = 0. This 
implies Y E 9(P) and the proof is complete. 
Theorems 1 and 2 yield the following result. 
THEOREM 3. If ~6 sati@.s the conditions (Al)-(A4), (111)’ ~~WFZ the initial. 
value problem of stellar dynamics has in 9 a mique (global) solutim di. For 011 
t > 0, Q(t) is a function of s’ : = / x /, u:=jv)anda.:=~(x,v)for~~vfO 
and satisfies the equations 
a@ a@ ,t+coscL~uay- a@ F(t' ~) cosaL.F(t,r)x+--- ' . sin o1 adj _ 0 
\ u J 1’. az ’ 
F(t, I.) : = (47-r/r2) ir ,o(t, r’) Y’~ dv’, 
Furthermore, CD has t-mzfowzly v-bounded support. 
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